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The MOOC Maze
DeTao Masters Academy:
A new model that blends tradition and innovation
Chairman George Lee

Unique Pool of Global Talent
Opening Ceremony of Fall 2010
& Celebration of the 5th Anniversary of the Founding of
Shanghai Institute of Visual Art, Fudan University
Cinematography: Nathan Wang & Sing Choong Foo

Hollywood & China

Tacit knowledge & Apprentices
Anthony De Ritis

Composition

Electronic Music

Chinese Instruments
Haim Dotan: Poetry and Architecture

Most Beautiful Book of the Year 2011
Matias del Campo
Architect

“DeTao: Epicentre of an earthquake”
Rainer Maria Latzke

Frescography using 3D techniques
Roger Fidler: journalist, designer, technologist

Conceived tablet 30 years ago…
Steve Jobs with the iPad

The iPhone
Timothy Jacob Jensen:
Design combining light and darkness

Peacefulness, Harmony, Beauty